Given a Boolean formula F , the problem of model counting, also referred to as #SAT, seeks to compute the number of solutions of F . Model counting is a fundamental problem with a wide variety of applications ranging from planning, quantified information flow to probabilistic reasoning and the like. The modern #SAT solvers tend to be either based on static decomposition, dynamic decomposition, or a hybrid of the two. Despite dynamic decomposition based #SAT solvers sharing much of their architecture with SAT solvers, the core design and heuristics of dynamic decomposition-based #SAT solvers has remained constant for over a decade. In this paper, we revisit the architecture of the state-ofthe-art dynamic decomposition-based #SAT tool, sharpSAT, and demonstrate that by introducing a new notion of probabilistic component caching and the usage of universal hashing for exact model counting along with the development of several new heuristics can lead to significant performance improvement over state-of-the-art model-counters. In particular, we develop GANAK, a new scalable probabilistic exact model counter that outperforms state-of-the-art exact and approximate model counters sharpSAT and ApproxMC3 respectively, both in terms of PAR-2 score and the number of instances solved. Furthermore, in our experiments, the model count returned by GANAK was equal to the exact model count for all the benchmarks. Finally, we observe that recently proposed preprocessing techniques for model counting benefit exact model counters while hurting the performance of approximate model counters. * The open source tool along with benchmarks is available at
Introduction
Given a Boolean formula F , the problem of propositional model counting, also referred to as #SAT, seeks to compute the number of solutions of F . Model counting is a fundamental problem with a wide variety of applications ranging from quantified information flow, network reliability, planning, probabilistic reasoning, and the like [Roth, 1996; Bacchus et al., 2003; Domshlak and Hoffmann, 2007; Gomes et al., 2007; Meel et al., 2016; Dueñas-Osorio et al., 2017; Biondi et al., 2018] . For example, given a graph G such that each of its edges fails with some probability and two nodes, s and t, the problem of computing probability of existence of a path from s to t can be reduced to that of propositional model counting [Dueñas-Osorio et al., 2017] .
In his seminal paper, Valiant showed that #SAT is #Pcomplete, where #P is the set of counting problems associated with NP decision problems [Valiant, 1979] . Theoretical investigations of #P have led to the discovery of deep connections in complexity theory, and there is strong evidence for its hardness. In particular, Toda proved that every problem in the polynomial hierarchy could be solved by just one call to a #P oracle; more formally, PH ⊆ P #P [Toda, 1989] .
The earliest efforts to #SAT focused on extending the Davis-Putnam-Loveland-Longemann (DPLL) procedure [Davis and Putnam, 1960] by incrementally computing the number of solutions and adding appropriate multiplicative factors after a partial solution was found [Birnbaum and Lozinskii, 1999] . Subsequently, Relsat focused on partitioning the formula into components with a disjoint set of variables. In a significant breakthrough, Sang et al. pioneered the idea of component caching combined with Conflict Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) architecture in their exact counter Cachet [Sang et al., 2004; Sang et al., 2005b] . Thurley [Thurley, 2006] improved upon Cachet's component caching scheme along with tighter engineering integration and developed sharpSAT. Several knowledge compilationbased counters, often a hybrid of static and dynamic decomposition, have been proposed over the past few years along with novel techniques for preprocessing [Lagniez and Marquis, 2014; Lagniez et al., 2016; Lagniez and Marquis, 2017] .
Despite significant progress in model counting over the years, the core components of the architecture of dynamic decomposition based techniques have remained constant. Furthermore, SAT solving have witnessed significant improvements over the past decade owing to the development of new heuristics [Marques-Silva and Sakallah, 1999; Moskewicz et al., 2001; Eén and Sörensson, 2004] . Moreover, recent years have witnessed the rise of approximate model counters owing to the combination of hashing-based frameworks and use of independent support [Stockmeyer, 1983; Gomes et al., 2007; Chakraborty et al., 2013; Chakraborty et al., 2016; Soos and Meel, 2019] . In this context, we revisit the architecture of the state-of-the-art exact model counter, sharpSAT, and seek to redesign the architecture and augment the existing techniques with new heuristics.
The primary contribution of this paper is a novel architecture, called GANAK 1 , that deviates significantly from sharpSAT as follows:
1. We investigate the usage of universal hash functions for exact model counting. To this end, we design, to the best of our knowledge, the first probabilistic component cache scheme and the first probabilistic exact model counter. In particular, GANAK takes in a formula F and a confidence parameter δ as input and returns count such that count is the number of solutions of F with confidence at least 1 − δ. Note that probabilistic exact model counting is almost as hard as exact model counting and significantly hard compared to probabilistic approximate model counting [Chakraborty et al., 2019] . 2. We propose new branching heuristic that seek to achieve the best of both worlds: perform branching on variables so as to maximize cache hits and perform branching on variables that lead to conflict as soon as possible.
Moreover, we propose new heuristics: phase selection heuristic, independent support, exponentially decaying randomness and learn and start over, and perform extensive experiments to study the effect of these heuristics, in isolation and in combination. Finally, we use our experience from the above study to build GANAK that inherits current advancements in SAT solving and model counting, improves upon them and contributes new ideas, thereby outperforming state-of-the-art model counters. In particular, GANAK outperforms state-of-the-art exact and approximate model counters sharpSAT and ApproxMC3 respectively, both in terms of PAR-2 2 score and the number of instances solved. Moreover, in our experiments, the model count returned by GANAK was equal to the exact model count for all the benchmarks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We introduce notations and preliminaries in Section 2, discuss related work in Section 3, present GANAK in Section 4 and perform the theoretical analysis of GANAK in Section 5. We describe the experimental methodology and discuss results in Section 6 and then we finally conclude in Section 7.
Notations and Preliminaries
Let F be a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF), and let Vars(F ) and Cl(F ) be the set of variables and clauses appearing in F . The set Vars(F ) is called the support of F . An assignment σ of truth values to the variables in Vars(F ) is called a satisfying assignment or witness of F if it makes F evaluate to true. 1 GANAK ( in Sanskrit) refers to a device that counts. 2 PAR-2 scheme, that is, penalized average runtime, used in SAT-2017 Competition [SAT, 2017 , assigns a runtime of two times the time limit (instead of a "not solved" status) for each benchmark not solved by a solver.
Model counting. Given a formula F , we denote the set of all witnesses of F as R F ; we refer to the cardinality of R F as the model count of F (denoted as |R F |). Given a set of variables S ⊆ Vars(F ) and a witness σ, we write σ ↓S for the projection of σ on S. We denote the set of all projections of R F on S as R F ↓S ; we refer to the cardinality of R F ↓S as the projected model count of F on S (denoted as |R F ↓S |). Given F , the problem of exact model counting is to compute |R F |. Given F and δ ∈ (0, 1], probabilistic exact model counting estimates count and guarantees that Pr |R F | = count ≥ 1 − δ. A recent study of different relaxations of model counting shows that probabilistic exact model counting is almost as hard as exact model counting [Chakraborty et al., 2019] . Given F , a tolerance > 0 and a confidence 1 − δ ∈ (0, 1], approximate model counting estimates count and guarantees that Pr
The above definitions also apply for projected model counting (|R F ↓S |).
Component caching. Let var id (F ) and cl id (F ) be the corresponding sets of indices of Vars(F ) and Cl(F ). A CNF formula and components can be encoded as strings, omitting satisfied clauses and assigned literals. As given in [Thurley, 2006] , let standard encoding (STD) be the encoding such that the literals in a clause are presented by their respective labels and clauses are separated by '0'. Let, for example (-3, -5, 6, 0, -1, 4, -6, 0, 2, 3, 6) . Let hybrid encoding (HC) be the encoding such that a component is encoded by writing the increasing order of the set of indices of associated variables and clauses into a set of strings. For F , var id (F ) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and cl id (F ) = {1, 2, 3} so HC encoding of F will be (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3). We will use HC(·) and STD(·) to denote the Hybrid and Standard encodings of a component.
Hash functions. For positive integers n and m, let H(n, m) denote the family of hash functions mapping {0, 1} n to {0, 1} m . We use h R ← − H(n, m) to denote the probability space obtained by choosing a hash function h uniformly at random from H(n, m). We say that H(n, m) is an universal family if for distinct y 1 , y 2 ∈ {0, 1} n , we have
In this paper, we use a special class of ε−universal hash family, called CLHash, owing to its efficient implementation in C++ for modern hardware [Lemire and Kaser, 2016] . Originally, CLHash was proposed for m = 64 with ε = 2.004 2 64 but one can extend this for arbitrary m (as long as m is a multiple of 64) by defining a new hash family as a concatenation of multiple hash functions from CLHash. We denote the generalized family as H cl (n, m), which provides the following formal guarantee: for distinct y 1 , y 2 ∈ {0, 1} n , we have
Related Work
Complexity-theoretic studies on propositional model counting were initiated by Valiant, who showed that the problem is #P-complete [Valiant, 1979] . Birnbaum and Lozinskii [Birnbaum and Lozinskii, 1999] introduced CDP which incrementally counted the number of solutions by introducing the multiplication factors for each partial solution found, eventually covering the entire solution space. Bayardo and Pehoushek [Bayardo and Pehoushek, 2000] presented Relsat in which they recursively identified the connected components within a dynamically specified constraint graph, each subproblem corresponding to a component is, then, solved recursively. The solution counts of each connected components are finally multiplied together to obtain the solution count for the given formula. [Samer and Szeider, 2007] have also been used to compute exact model counts. Recently hashing based techniques have been used to perform approximate model counting [Stockmeyer, 1983; Gomes et al., 2007; Chakraborty et al., 2013; Chakraborty et al., 2016; Soos and Meel, 2019] . The core idea of hashing-based frameworks is to employ 2-universal hash functions to partition the solution space into roughly equal small cells, wherein a cell is called small if the number of the solutions in the cell is less than or equal to an appropriately computed threshold, denoted by thresh; a SAT solver is then employed to check if a cell is small by enumerating solutions until either there are no more solutions or thresh + 1 solutions have been enumerated. Then the model count is approximated by using the number of cells and number of solutions found in a cell.
GANAK
GANAK inherits the strength of a state-of-the-art model counter, sharpSAT, and is equipped with the following new algorithmic advances: 1. PCC: Probabilistic component caching 2. CSVSADS: New variable branching heuristic 3. PC: New phase selection heuristic 4. IS: Independent support heuristic 5. EDR: Exponentially decaying randomness heuristic 6. LSO: Learn and start over heuristic
We first describe the core algorithm and then delve into a detailed discussion on each of the above heuristics.
Core Algorithm
GANAK (Algorithm 1) takes a CNF formula F and a confidence parameter δ ∈ (0, 1] to return the estimate of |R F | with confidence at least 1 − δ. GANAK uses -universal hash family, H cl (n, m), with n = Vars(F ) and m = 64 (line 2). It,
if F |lit contains an empty clause then 9:
if count = 0 then 20:
break 21: hash ← h(HC(F )) 22: CacheStore(hash, count[l] + count[¬l]) 23: return count[l] + count [¬l] then, invokes the subroutine Counter that takes the formula F and a confidence parameter δ, returning the estimate of |R F | if the range of the hash family is sufficient to establish the probabilistic bounds; otherwise, it returns -1. The algorithm loops on Counter, doubling the range of the hash family in every iteration, till Counter returns successfully (lines 4-7).
The subroutine Counter (Algorithm 2) is a recursive procedure that attempts to compute an estimate of |R F |, assuming an access to a hash family H cl (n, m). The key idea behind the probabilistic component cache is to use a hash family of sufficient range such that the probability of a collision in the entire execution of the subroutine, Counter, is at most δ. To this end, Counter uses the subroutine NumComponents() to compute the total number of components cached so far.
Counter returns -1 if the number of components is too large for the probability of collision to be at most δ (lines 3-4).
Subsequently, in line 5, Counter chooses a literal l from the set of unassigned literals to branch on using a variable branching heuristic and phase selection heuristic, and then, counts the number of solutions for F |l and F |¬l , where F |l and F |¬l are residual formulas obtained by assigning l to true and false respectively. Each subproblem, F |l and F |¬l make use of component caching to achieve runtime effi-ciency. In particular, a subproblem is broken into components that are disjoint sets of clauses such that no two components share a variable. Then, each component is solved independently (lines 13-20) and the model count of a subproblem (F |l or F |¬l ) is calculated as a product of model counts of each of its components. For each component, first the cache is examined to see if this component was encountered and solved earlier in the search (line 15), in which case the count is simply fetched from the cache; otherwise, the component is recursively solved. The count of a component is achieved via a running product of count of each of its disjoint components (line 18). If any component C has a model count of 0, then the model count of subproblem will be 0, in which case Counter skips the remaining components of that subproblem (lines 19-20) . Finally, the model count of F which is the sum of model counts of F l and F ¬l is returned after storing it into the cache (lines 21-23).
Probabilistic Component Caching
sharpSAT uses the HC schema [Thurley, 2006] to encode the component in the string to reduce the space over previous proposals [Sang et al., 2004] . However, this encoding still consumes significant memory to store the codes.
GANAK employs Probabilistic Component Caching (PCC) to further reduce the space required to store the codes, thereby increasing the effective cache capacity with a small (bounded) probability of returning incorrect model counts. GANAK calculates an m-bit hash of HC encoding of a component using the family H cl (n, m) and store this hash with the corresponding model-count of that component in the cache.
Variable Branching Heuristic
The performance of CDCL-based SAT and #SAT solvers is largely dependent on variable branching heuristics. Modern SAT and #SAT solvers employ the popular VSADS score, that combines the merits of Dynamic Largest Combined Sum (DLCS) and Variable State Independent Decaying Sum (VSIDS) [Sang et al., 2005a] ; VSADS acts more like DLCS when there are fewer conflicts and more like VSIDS when there are more conflicts.
The enhanced cache capacity that we are able to buy out of PCC makes it imperative to incorporate the cache state of the solver as a guide for branching decisions in order to get better cache utilization. Therefore, we design a new heuristic, Cache State and Variable State Aware Decaying Sum (CSVSADS), that combines the cache state of the solver with the power of VSADS. Our heuristic is based on the following observation: whenever we branch on a variable, v i , the subsequently generated components under that decision cannot contain v i . CSVSADS attempts to improve the cache hit-rate by discouraging branching on variables whose components are recently added to the cache. We define two parameters to guide our branching heuristic:
• CacheScore: The CacheScore prioritizes variables whose components were not recently added to the cache. Whenever a cache-hit or cache-store is encountered, the CacheScore (initialized to zero) of all the variables that occur in that component is decremented. Further, the CacheScore of all the variables is periodically incremented by a constant factor. • heparam: This establishes a heuristic equivalence parameter for VSADS, allowing us to select variables that excel on both of their CacheScore and VSADS score. heparam shrinks dynamically as the cache gets filled (and vice-versa) via a user-defined parameter α, i.e. heparam = α × %CacheFull, where %CacheFull is the currently occupied component cache with respect to the maximum allowable component cache size (in percentage). GANAK uses α = 0.1 (selected empirically).
CSVSADS sorts the variables by their VSADS score and selects a variable that has the highest CacheScore among the variables that lie in the top heparam percent.
Phase Selection Heuristic
Modern #SAT solvers have successfully used the DLIS scheme for phase selection [Sang et al., 2004; Thurley, 2006 ]. For each variable v, DLIS maintains the number of occurrences of positive (|v|) and negative (|¬v|) literals in the formula; DLIS performs phase selection in accordance to the frequency of the positive or negative literals (max(|v|, |¬v|)).
Our heuristic attempts to use randomization to weaken the DLIS heuristic in situations where DLIS is not overwhelmingly assertive about the polarity of a variable. We maintain a cache, PolarityCache (similar to [Pipatsrisawat and Darwiche, 2007] ), that records the variable polarities which have been assigned values in the past. Any time the solver branches on a variable, we select a phase as follows:
• Given a variable v i , if the DLIS score in favor of one of the polarities (v i or ¬v i ) is not overwhelmingly high 3 , and v i is present in the PolarityCache, we reduce our "trust" on the DLIS score by selecting a phase uniformly at random from {DLIS(v i ), true, false}; DLIS(v i ) returns the polarity from DLIS for the variable v i . • Otherwise, we use the default DLIS heuristic.
Independent Support
An independent support, I ⊆ Vars(F ), is a subset of the support such that, for σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ R F , if σ 1↓I = σ 2↓I then σ 1 = σ 2 [Chakraborty et al., 2014] . In other words, the truth values of variables in I uniquely determine the truth value of every variable in Vars(F ) \ I in every satisfying assignment. Note that |R F | = |R F ↓I |. Now, if the variables in the Independent Support (I) are selected as the decision variables, the residual formula has only two possibilities: either the formula is satisfiable (SAT) with only one satisfying assignment, or the formula is unsatisfiable (UNSAT).
GANAK leverages I in the following manner: if the residual formula is SAT, we set a model count to one at the last decision variable in the independent support; otherwise, we set the model count to zero. We, then, simply backtrack to the appropriate decision level.
If the size of the independent support is small, we need fewer decisions to reach the residual formula. Hence, it is desirable to apply the above algorithm on the minimum independent support. As computing the minimum independent support is overly expensive, we use the MIS [Ivrii et al., 2015] algorithm for computing the minimal independent support. We apply the following techniques to further bring down the cost:
• We apply the above algorithm only on hard instances. We consider an instance hard if it encounters less than 500 conflicts while taking 5 million decisions; • Since MIS is an anytime algorithm, i.e it always returns a sound independent support (I) for a given time budget, we ran MIS with a time out of 100 seconds (determined empirically). We found that independent support is an extremely strong heuristic (see section 6).
Exponentially Decaying Randomness
Randomization is quite popular in SAT solvers in being able to find easily searchable portions of the search space [Gomes et al., 1998 ]. Previous studies [Sang et al., 2005a] have shown that the aggressive usage of randomization is not suitable for #SAT as the entire solution space has to be searched. The question of whether randomization can be helpful during initial search process, however, was still unresolved. To investigate further, we design a new heuristic, called EDR, that exponentially decays randomness as the solver progresses through the problem. Our heuristic introduces an exponentially increasing heuristic equivalence parameter eiheparam, such that: eiheparam = 100−10e (−0.0001×#Decisions) . EDR sorts the variables by their VSADS score and selects a variable randomly from the top eiheparam percentage. To our mild surprise, we found that EDR severely degrades runtime performance and perhaps, one can argue that no form of randomization is suitable for #SAT (see section 6).
Learn and Start Over
Modern SAT solvers use random restarts [Gomes et al., 1998] aggressively in search of a good variable ordering that can quickly lead to a satisfiable assignment. It is, however, not clear if restarts can be beneficial for model counting as #SAT solvers have to traverse the complete solution space; moreover, the dismal performance of EDR further seems to discourage randomization, and thus the very idea of restarts. Surprisingly, we found that restarts indeed help #SAT in many instances. Our new technique, Learn and Start Over (LSO), adapts random restarts for #SAT as follows: firstly, instead of invoking restarts multiple times, we invoke it only once after the first 5000 decisions. Secondly, we learn from the previous invocation by maintaining all the scores obtained in the previous run-VSADS score, CacheScore, and the complete state of the component cache and the PolarityCache to explore different and better ordering of decision variables.
Theoretical Analysis
Theorem 1. Given a propositional formula F , confidence parameter δ ∈ (0, 1] and a family of hash func-tions H cl (n, m) suppose GANAK(F, δ) returns count then Pr [|R F | = count] ≥ 1 − δ.
Proof. Let C = {c 1 , · · · , c t } be the set of total number of components generated in the run of GANAK(F, δ), and t = |C|. We define a relation ≺ such that for c i , c j ∈ C, c i ≺ c j if c i is cached before c j in a run of GANAK(F, δ). Let us consider pairs,
given (c i , c j ) ∈Ĉ and h R ← − H cl (n, m), let A ij represent a collision between two components c i and c j under h(HC(·)), i.e. c i = c j and h(HC(c i )) = h(HC(c j )). Let A be the event that there is at least one collision in a run of GANAK i.e. A = (ci,cj )∈Ĉ A ij . Hence,Ā represents the event such that the count returned by GANAK(F, δ) is equal to |R F |. 
We evaluate the runtime performance of GANAK on 2031 publicly available benchmarks arising from a wide range of applications of model counting such as probabilistic reasoning, plan recognition, DQMR networks, ISCAS89 combinatorial circuits, quantified information flow, logistics, and the like as have been previously employed in studies on model counting [Brglez et al., 1989; Sang et al., 2005b; Chakraborty et al., 2016; Lagniez and Marquis, 2017] . All our experiments were conducted on a high-performance computer cluster, with each node consists of E5-2690 v3 CPU with 24 cores and 96GB of RAM. We used 24 cores per node with memory limit set to 4GB per core and all individual instances for each tool were executed on a single core. For our experiments, we set δ = 0.05 (for GANAK), a maximum component cache size of 2GB (for sharpSAT and GANAK) and a timeout of 5000 seconds (for all the tools). All other parameters are set to their default values.
We attempt to answer the following research questions: Our experiments demonstrate that GANAK performs best when all the heuristics (except EDR) are enabled. GANAK outperforms state-of-the-art exact (sharpSAT) and approximate (ApproxMC3) model counters, both in terms of PAR-2 score and the number of instances solved. Finally, in our experiments, the model count returned by GANAK was equal to the exact model count for all the benchmarks.
Impact of Configurations of Heuristics
In order to better understand the performance of GANAK, we investigate the impact of different configurations of heuristics. Our preliminary experiments demonstrated that the usage of EDR severely downgrades the performance of GANAK, and therefore, we eliminated EDR from further analysis. We performed exhaustive experiments by turning each of the remaining heuristics-PCC, CSVSADS, PC, IS and LSO-on or off independently on 1650 benchmarks. Figure 1a shows a heat-map on PAR-2 scores for each configuration of heuristics; a lower PAR-2 score, i.e. a tilt towards the red end of the spectrum, exhibits favorable configurations. Figure 1b represent the comparison between GANAK versus the baseline configuration that has all the heuristics turned off: for each configuration, the numerator indicates the number of benchmarks on which the respective configuration performs better than the baseline (vice-versa for the denominator); we only report results on the benchmarks that take at least 1 second to run and that deviate by at least 10% by runtime across the respective configurations. Figure 1 illustrate that GANAK works best when all the heuristics are turned on. Further analysis reveals that IS is the strongest heuristic; PCC, i.e. enabling probabilistic component caching, comes a close second. Interestingly, PCC starts performing well only when IS is turned on, showing a strong synergy between these two heuristics. We believe that the reason behind this is that IS restricts the decision variables to a small, well-chosen set, thereby helping the solver achieve better utilization for the cached components.
The spectrum shift on the top-right eight cells illustrates that CSVSADS starts improving the performance of the solver in presence of PCC and IS; as CSVSADS aims to improve cache utilization, this trend is understandable. Finally, the shift in the spectrum towards the red end as we move top and right, exhibits the effectiveness of PC and LSO. Though LSO does not seem to have much effect on the PAR-2 score, Figure 1b demonstrates that switching on LSO increases the number of instances on which GANAK performs better than the baseline. Figure 2 show cactus plots comparing the performance of GANAK with the state-of-the-art exact (sharpSAT) and approximate (ApproxMC3) model counters on a total of 2031 benchmarks. We present the number of instances on x-axis and the time taken on y-axis; a point (x, y) implies that a solver took less than or equal to y seconds to perform model counting on x benchmarks. et al., 2016] . In both cases, GANAK is able to perform model counting on more benchmarks (1500 and 1587 with pmc(#eq) and B+E, respectively) than any of the state-of-the-art tools: (1385, 1519) were solved by sharpSAT and (1141, 1165) by ApproxMC3 4 ) within a timeout of 5000s. Moreover, GANAK achieves the lowest PAR-2 scores of (0.61×, 0.52×) of ApproxMC3 and (0.83×, 0.88×) of sharpSAT. Table 1 compares GANAK with the competing tools for the best performing setting (i.e., preprocessed with B+E) on a subset 5 of our benchmarks. Columns 2 (3) provide the number of variables (clauses) while the subsequent columns represent the time taken by the respective tools. Figure 2a and Table 1 clearly demonstrates that GANAK comprehensively outperforms both sharpSAT (on which it is built upon) and ApproxMC3.
Comparison with Other Tools

Model
Projected Model Counting (|R F ↓S |)
We perform projected model counting on our benchmarks with S ⊆ Vars(F ), where S is provided in the DIMACS files preceded by "c ind". We implement projected model counting in a manner similar to that of IS, where the decisions are taken only on variables from S. We disable our IS heuristic when we perform projected model counting on S.
As sharpSAT did not support projected model counting, we added this support to enable comparison. For pre-processing, we used pmc equipped with eq that preserves the equivalence across the formulas. Figure 2b compares the competing model counters on the benchmarks without and with pmc(eq) pre-processing. Again, GANAK is able to perform model counting on more benchmarks (1290 and 1411 without and with pmc(eq), respectively) than sharpSAT (1137, 1302) and ApproxMC3 (1151, 1124) within a timeout of 5000s. Moreover, GANAK achieves the lowest PAR-2 scores of (0.83×, 0.68×) of ApproxMC3 and (0.84×, 0.86×) of sharpSAT. Table 2 compares GANAK with the competing tools for projected model counting on the best performing setting (i.e., preprocessed with pmc(eq)) on a subset of our benchmarks.
The preprocessing enabled by pmc(eq) seems to favor CDCL based model counters than hashing-based model counters; both sharpSAT and GANAK solve more instances with pmc(eq), whereas the performance of ApproxMC3, in fact, 4 Since ApproxMC3 requires a sampling set, for a fair comparison, we use the independent support computed by MIS (ran with a timeout of 100s) as the sampling set. 5 Detailed data of all benchmarks with all the settings is available at https://github.com/meelgroup/ganak.
